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PRESS RELEASE
AKIPS at Cisco Live Melbourne 2018
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia – March 8th 2018 – 25th Anniversary of Cisco Live and Cisco Networkers.
AKIPS are joining in the silver anniversary celebrations commemorating 25 years of Cisco Networkers, now
known as Cisco Live in Australia. Exhibiting at the World of Solutions expo, CEO, Paul Koch has many stories
about his experiences at Cisco events over the years and great friendships made. “It’s a community that feels
like family, having shared the IT journey from mainframe, to desktop to mobile over a generation. Our team are
always catching up to share experiences with customers as they are the centre of our focus.
Networking is an industry in demand through all technology disruptions. AKIPS Network Monitor is the
embodyment of a lifetime of experience in the industry and has been optimised to perform given todays massive
demand on computing resources and desire for full visibility of network traffic.”
The AKIPS team is united in its philosophy of Always Keep IT Purely Simple. If technology is to be mastered
and understood, then you need to clear, accurate metrics that are presented in an actionable format.This
philosophy is not only evident in the design, gui and backend smarts of AKIPS Network Monitor Software, it also
drives business planning and growth to adapt to a fast paced challenging marketplace.
A prominent global betting agency monitors its Australian operations with AKIPS. Their lead network engineer
speaks highly of the tool and recently commented that "AKIPS has become a mission critical piece to ensure
rock solid network availability, particularly around Melbourne Cup, which is the highest grossing day of the year
for us. AKIPS gives us full visibility into our firewalls and load balancers. Its super fast reporting helps us
rapidly pinpoint trouble spots across our network infrastructure, ensuring we keep our customers happy."
AKIPS is an innovative Australian company which engineers, designs and develops network monitoring
software focused on user experience, speed, and scalability. AKIPS runs from a single virtual machine on
customer premises, automatically discovers wired and wireless networks, identifying and monitoring vital
performance metrics out-of-the-box for hassle-free use. Protocols: SNMPv3, IPv6, syslog, NetFlow/IPFIX,etc.
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